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The speech synthesis system described in this report
comprises a letter-to-sound rule system with a supporting
hardware phoneme synthesiser. Input ASCII text is converted
to International Phonetic Alphabet phonemes through the
application of letter-to-sound rules. These IPA phonemes are
then converted to the representation required by the Votrax
phoneme synthesiser and sent to be synthesised. The letter-
to-sound rules dictate a phonetic transcription to be given
to various letter groupings.
A list of the goals of the system is given in section 1
of the document.
Section 2 gives a brief background to speech synthesis;
detailing in short some of its history and applications.
The speech synthesis system itself is described in
detail in section 3.
Appendix A is a user's manual on the use of the excep-
tion library maintenance utility.
Appendix B details the rules files and how they may be
modified by a user to alter the system's performance.
Appendix C gives further information about the Votrax,
and how to connect it to Unix.
Appendix D contains the Unix style manual pages for the
system.
Appendix E contains the results of intelligibility
tests conducted with native Australian speakers.
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1. PROJECT GOALS
The prime objective of this system is to produce clear
and understandable synthetic speech. Combined with this
overriding concern for understandable speech there are
several other objectives that the system has to meet,
including portability and speech hardware independence.
The only assumption to be made about the form or struc-
ture of the textual input is that it consists of ASCII char-
acters. Thus the system must be able to process "correctly"
any form of ASCII text.
Thirdly, the system should be as independent of any
specific speech hardware as possible. This is usually not a
totally achievable goal as all phonetic synthesisers do not
have the same characteristics; and thus certain general
assumptions must be made about the performance of a "gen-
eric" synthesiser.
In conjunction with hardware independence the system
should be portable. Typically, however, this is not possi-
ble without minor modifications to the code to take into
account different hardware interfacing techniques 'from one
computer to another.
A further requirement is that the system should have
relatively small storage requirements; thus allowing it to
be used on a microcomputer.
Coupled with this idea of small storage requirements is
the objective of minimum processing time to synthesise the
speech. This objective allows "real-time" speech synthesis
for all computers.
The final two objectives are interlocked and will be
discussed together. Firstly, the various stages within the
synthesis process should be observable by the user if
required. Such a trace mechanism could be used as an aid in
understanding speech synthesis, and allowing the user to
gain insight into how the system performs. Secondly, it
should be possible for the user to easily tailor and modify
the system performance without needing to understand or
change the actual code of the system. This feature allows
the user to modify and tailor the system to their own
specific application requirements.
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2. BACKGROUND to PROJECT
Given the above objectives and goals for the system the
general background of speech synthesis is discussed) and a
brief introduction to some of the concepts and equipment
used in the application is given.
Toward this end a brief discussion will be presented
detailing the following areas:- the applications for)
approaches to) and history of speech synthesis; a brief
introduction to and explanation of phonetics; and a discus-
sion on the capabilities of the Votrax SC-Ol speech syn-
thesis chip (which is the speech synthesis device used in
the implementation).
2.1. History ~ Speech Synthesis
In this section some of the major breakthroughs that
have occurred in speech synthesis over the last fifty years
will be discussed; thus placing this project in its
appropriate context.
In 1940 Bell Laboratories succeeded in designing an
apparatus which allowed the spectrum of a speech wave to be
analysed against time- this device was called the Spectro-
graph. This breakthrough meant that at last speech could be
analytically described.
By 1947 many researchers had developed machines which
could play back speech from a simple spectrographic picture.
By .the year 1960 many academic institutions around the
world had developed techniques for synthesising human speech
using minicomputers. Even though the data was compressed)
approximately 10K bytes were required to synthesise one
second of speech.
In 1962 Higginbottom showed that letter-to-sound rules
were a feasible means of speech synthesis. This technique
uses the spelling of a word to determine its pronunciation
and is the technique used in this project.
In 1971 it was found that linear prediction) a tech-
nique that was already used in some areas of signal process-
ing) could be applied to analyse and synthesise speech. It
was further found that this technique was efficient and
accurate; making it the most widely used technique for
speech synthesis and recognition.
In 1977 several consumer products began appearing in
the market place which used speech synthesis; and did so
remarkably well. An example of these products is the
"Speak'n Spell" by Texas Instruments.
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Shortly after this many companies entered the speech
synthesis market. so that today there are many commercial
speech synthesis chips and systems available.
2.2. Applications ~ Speech Synthesis
The applications for speech synthesis are wide-spread.
and are really only limited by the user's imagination and
vision. However. a list of some of the areas in which speech
synthesis is currently being applied includes:-
(i) reading machines for the blind
(ii) automatic information services (e.g. dial up data
bases)
(iii)computer based instruction (e.g. learning aids)
(iv) spoken status reports for equipment (e.g., fighter
aircraft. voltmeters) space-shuttle).
2.3. Approaches ~ Producing Synthetic Speech
The approach used in producing synthetic speech depends
upon the context and requirements placed upon the particular
system. For example:- having to translate only a small sub-
set of English within given time constraints is different to
having to translate ASCII text.
There are. however) two main approaches to producing
artificial speech. These are playing back pre-stored speech
data. and synthesising the speech as it is required.
The stored speech method typically uses a compressed
digitised form of the original speech signal to minimise
storage requirements. This data is then retrieved,
decompressed, and played back as it is required. An example
of this type of system is the dial-up time service; for
which each of the possible time.minute and second possibili-
ties have been pre-recorded along with several "key-words"
(e.g., "at the third stroke ..... ). Combinations of these
nour. minute. second recordings are then played back to sig-
nify the time.
The second approach, that of synthesising the speech as
it is required, can be further broken down into three main
sections. These are :- letter-to-sound rules, a morph dic-
tionary and rules, and a phonetic dictionary.
The letter-to-sound rules approach uses a set of rules
which dictate the phonetic transcription to be given to
various letter groupings. This is the method that is used in
the project and will be described in more detail later.
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The morphological approach breaks the words down into
their component morphs. Morphs are the component units of a
word and comprise such things as prefixes ( con-. dis- ).
suffixes ( -ed • -ing). and root morphs ( snow. -turb).
There are approximately 12.000 morphs in English. The
phonetic transcription of each morph is stored; and as a
word is broken down into its component morphs the appropri-
ate phonetic transcription is produced.
The final approach is that of a phonetic dictionary.
This dictionary contains all the words in use in a language
( typically 500.000 to 700.000 words) together with their
phonetic transcriptions. This approach is not always feasi-
ble due to the large storage requirements and the fact that
new words are always finding their way into a language.
2.4. Phonetics
We use only twenty-six letters of the Roman alphabet
and a few additional symbols to express our language in text
form. These letters and additional symbols are called "gra-
phemes". A grapheme is the smallest unit of construction of
a written language.
Similarly. to transmit information verbally. a language
consists of a finite number of distinguishable. mutually-
exclusive sounds. The smallest segment of speech sound on
the level of production and perception is called the
"phoneme". Thus phonemes are the basic linguistic elements.
sounds that differentiate one word from another.
The IPA ( International Phonetic Alphabet ) was
created in 1949 and allows the unambiguous representation of
any speech sound by the characters of its alphabet. The IPA
is based upon a scientific classification of sounds accord-
ing to the configuration assumed by the articulators:
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FIGURE 2.1 (CONTINUED )
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However, though speech can be viewed as a sequence of
phonemes. the pronunciation of a phoneme is context-
sensitive, and the pronunciations of successive phonemes
interact and overlap. These context dependent acoustic vari-
ations of a phoneme ( i.e., the way a basic sound is modi-
fied to suit a given word and the sounds around it ) are
called allophones. For example, consider the phoneme /p/.
The /p/ sound in [pin] is aspirated (followed by a puff of
air), whereas the /p/ in spin is not.
2.5. The Votrax
The Votrax Personal Speech System is the hardware dev-
ice used in the implementation of the project.
The Votrax consists of two main components:- an SCal
phoneme synthesiser chip, controlled by a Z80 processor with
64K of onboard memory.
The SCOl chip is capable of producing 64 allophones of
a set of 45 phonemes, the choice being indicated by a 6-bit
ASCII code. A list of these allophones can be found in
appendix C along with a brief discussion of some of the
other capabilities of the chip.
The Z80 acts as an overall controller, thus allowing
the addition of features such as a real-time clock, music
etc. The memory serves a two-fold purpose; acting as a
buffer for input characters plus also containing a set of
letter-to-sound rules which are used by the Z80 if it is
asked to translate English text to speech.
The Votrax has ports for serial and parallel interfac-
ing, can use software or hardware handshaking and can




Having now given a background to the work; this section
will discuss the particular implementation of a speech syn-
thesis system. In particular the discussion will centre on
the component sections of the system, why they are needed,
and how they are implemented.
3.2. Goals and their Implications
As seen in the previous section there are two main
approaches to producing synthetic speech;- that of pre-
recorded speech data and that of synthesising the speech
from ASCII text. It is obvious that given the specification
of unrestricted text, ( and thus unlimited combinations )
that pre-recorded speech data is not a feasible alternative.
It is therefore obvious that a text-to-speech system is
required Again, as previously mentioned, there are three
main methods of actual speech synthesis:- letter-to-sound
rules; morph dictionary and rules; and a phonetic diction-
ary. It is obvious that the storage requirements of a
phonetic dictionary, or even a morph dictionary clash with
our specification of small storage requirements. Therefore
the final approach left is that of letter-to-sound rules; it
being the only method that meets the requirements.
The specification that the system be independent of any
given speech hardware leads to a solution of translating the
text into some intermediary form of speech data ( in this
case IPA phonemes), rather than any given hardware"s format.
This intermediary speech data may then be translated to the
particular requirements of the current hardware device.
Also, the specification that users should be easily
able to tailor, experiment with, and modify the system to
their own needs implies the need for a simple user interface
into various sections of the synthesis system. This require-
ment was met through the use of "rules files" which specify
the system behaviour for various sections of the system. The
user may then alter system behaviour simply by altering
rules within these files.
Finally, the requirement that the system be capable of
handling unrestricted text means that the system must be
capable of correctly handling such diverse parts of text as




As can be seen from the previous section the specified
synthesis system can be broken up into several sections.
For each of the given parts of text/speech ( numbers,
abbreviations etc. ) there is a separate section to carry
out the translation to the intermediary representation ( IPA
phonemes ). A further section is then required to perform
the translation from the intermediary speech data to the
final hardware format.
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The following sections will now detail each of these
system functions.
3.4. Different Parts of Speech/Text
As mentioned above, text can be broken up into various
units; each of which are processed differently when that






Other units of speech ( e.g., titles such as "Dr" ) are
incorporated into one of the above four sections.
3.4.1. Words
Obviously, the most common form of text is the word;
consisting of a sequence of one or more upper or lower case
letters.
The translation of a word is carried out in one of two
ways. If the word is present in the exception library ( a
"data base" of words and their phonetic transcriptions )
then the associated phonetic transcription is used without
recourse to the letter-to-sound ( l-t-s ) rules. If the word
is not present in the exception library then I-t-s rules
are repeatedly applied to the word until it has been fully
translated to a phonetic representation.
3.4.1.1. Letter-to-Sound Rules
The letter-to-sound approach to speech synthesis con-
sists of a set of rules to convert the spelling of a word
into a phoneme string. Each rule specifies a phonetic tran-
scription to be given to one or more letters; within a given
context of other letters. An example of such a rule is the
primary school rule:-" 'i' before 'e' except after 'c' in
all 'eee' words"; or the rule" when two vowels do the walk-
ing the first one does the talking"; which specifies that
when one vowel is followed by another the long vowel sound
of the first is produced, and the second vowel is silent (
e.g., boat, sea ).
Each rule has the general form
A[B]C=D
which means "the character string B, occurring with left
context A and right context C has the pronunciation D". D
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consists of the ASCII representation of IPA symbols. B con-
sists of the one or more letters to be translated. A and C
are patterns; as welt as strings of letter~ they may consist
of special symbols ( ~alled expansion char~cters ) which
have special meanings such as "vowel cluster" and "prefix".
An expansion'character may then match any of the characters
which it ~eprese~ts. for example a particular expansion
character may match any of the vowels. Blanks within a rule
denote the start or end of a word.
-~-----~--------------------------------~----------~-----~----------~-------------------------------
---------------~----------------------------------------
one or more vowels •
one of b, d, v, S, JJ, m, n, r, W, Z
:a voiced consonant








one of t, 5, r, d, 1, z, n, j, th, ch, sh
:a consonant influencing the sound of the
fonowing Y (cI.~~)
one consonant ••
one of e,1, y
:a front vowel
zero or more consonants
one vowel
• Vowels are I, e, t 0, U, y.









For example, one of the rules is:-
, : [any]=leh n iyl'
that the group of letters
consonants at the start
eh n iy I, as in many, and
"any" following
of a word get the
anywhere.
The actual tra~slation is performed by scanning the
word to be converted from left to right and, for each char-
acter scanned, sequentially searching the rules pertinent to
that character until the first rule whose left-hand side
matches the text is found. The right-hand side is the out-
put, the characters bracketed in the rule are skipped over,
and the scan resumes with the next character of the word.
To illustrate the translation process we will examine a
worked example:- the translation of the word "hello" using
the system's letter-to-sound rules.
To the left of the letter H a blank is added and
the scan starts with the H as indicated by the arrow.
""HELLO
The program scans the H rules and finds a match in:-
'[h]lI=ihhl'
Thus HH goes into the phonetic transcription and the
scan moves along to the E rules.
None of the E rules match until the final one:-
'[eJ=/ehl'
The program adds EH to the output and moves the pointer
past E to L:-
HE""LLO
The L rule that matches is:-
'[IJ=/I/'
and thus the L is added to the
through the L rules again. This
matches is:-
output and we scan
time the L rule which
'l[lJ=/ r
which merely forces us to skip the second L without
producing any phonemes:-
HELL""O
The final rules to be applied; the 0 rules give us
a match on the rule:-
'[oj =/owl'
and forces the pointer to move past the 0 to the blank;
thus finishing the translation.
Therefore we see that the letter-to-sound rules
have transformed the word HELLO into I HH EH L OW I;
the correct phonetic transcription.
As will be explained more fully in a later section, the
letter-to-sound rules are stored externally to the program
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in two files:- RULES.LTS and RULES.EXP ( see appendix B ).
The expansion character file is read in and an index
sequential array of the various different expansions is
kept, with each expansion character pointing to the start of
the list of possible strings that it can be expanded to;
i.e.,
























Each expansion character is also associated with a
positional indicator character which specifies in what order
it was read in, and thus its location in the index array
(e.g., '#' = 'A', '%' = 'B', '&' = 'c' etc. ).
After the expansion character file is read in the
letter-to-sound rules file is read in. This, also, is read
into an index sequential array whose format is :-
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I '#:[dedJ =/d ih d/' I
However, the expansion characters within a rule are not
stored in their original representation, but are stored
internally by their positional representation ( e.g., '#' =
'A' etc.), thus allowing faster finding of expansion char-
acters by direct indexing; as opposed to a linear search.
Various other format changes are performed to speed rule
retrieval and checking and these will be detailed in a later
section on rules files.
The algorithm for applying the letter-to-sound rules
also attempts to speed the process of conversion by stopping
a rule match check as soon as possible. The basic algorithm
has the form:-
while word not totally converted
extract letter at current scan
position
find rules appropriate to letter
match against rules

























where rptr is the pointer to the current rule,
and inner and outer perform rule match checking
on the current rule currule.
Taking into account the fact that expansion characters
may only occur in the outer ( predecessor, successor ) sec-
tions it was realised that the bracketed match section (
referred ~o as inner ) gave a faster decision on whether the
rest of a rule should be checked, rather than checking the
left or right context sections of the rule ( predecessor or
successor ), which implied multiple checks when an expansion
character is encountered. Thus the rule is checked in order
of inner, right context and left context sections, and if
any rule subsection mismatch occurs then no more checking
need be done and the system may move onto the next rule
immediately.
As with the other parts of speech, the phonetic
representation of the fully translated word is added to the
current list of phonemes.
3.4.1.2. Exception Library
The exception library is required to supplement the
performance of the letter-to-sound rules; containing words,
and their phonetic transcription, for which the letter-to-
sound rules would give an incorrect pronunciation.
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Due to the facts that the exception library must be
searched for every word to be translated and that the
library may contain many hundreds of words; a fast scheme
for searching the library is required. For this reason a
hashing scheme was chosen.
Due to the memory constraints of many microcomputers a
hashing scheme was selected which stored the words exter-
nally ( on disc). For this reason linear probing was
selected as the method to resolve collisions. After evalua-
tion of the generality of the letter-to-sound rules, and an
estimation of a typical user's vocabulary; an exception
library size of approximately 1,000 words (actual size of
1303 words implying significant performance degradation
after about 1,000 words) was decided upon. This number
allows the inclusion of the typical mispronunciations of the
letter-to-sound rules ( about 10 - 200 ) together with a
select set of mispronounciations applicable to the user's
current "application".















where W 1s a weight,










character of the word.
The choice of a weight function to be used must be made
keeping two things in mind. Firstly, and most importantly,
the choice of a weight should give an even distribution for
all the words to be stored ( minimal collisions ). Secondly,
the weight chosen should be small enough to allow the inclu-
sion of a reasonable number of characters, from the word, in
the calculation without an overflow occurring ( e.g. a
weight of 10 after 5 characters gives a multiple of
100,000). On the basis of these two points a weight of 4 was
selected. This choice allows the inclusion of at least ten
characters ( 4~10 = 1,000 K) combined with the fact that it
appears to (for the words currently used ) to give a rea-
sonable distribution of the words within the table.
To minimise overflow; but to maintain character
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uniqueness; the positional indicator of a character was used
rather than the ASCII value of the character itself. Thus
'a' = 1 rather than 97; 'b' = 2 etc.
Given the fact that linear probing was used ( in a for-
ward direction ) it is quite possible that a word will not
be found at its original hashing function position but at
some close offset from it. For this reason the exception
library was divided up into a number of "buckets". All buck-
ets contain the same fixed number of records. When a record
within a bucket is accessed the whole of that bucket is
brought into memory; thus reducing further accesses to the
file if the word is not present at its original hashing
position, but another one is. If a bucket size is selected
that is a fraction or multiple of the host computer's page
size ( i.e., the amount that is brought in off disc whenever
an access in made ) then significant savings may be made
through this scheme. For this reason a bucket size of 512
bytes was selected; with each bucket containing 8 records.
This allows 64 bytes per record; which is divided up as 22
bytes for a word ( allowing the representation of any "rea-
sonable" word ) and 42 bytes for the phoneme representation;
which is split up as 21 phonemes of 2 bytes each ( again
representing any "reasonable" word ).
To maintain and manipulate the exception library a
separate utility know as "lib upd" is used. Details of the
functions provided by "lib_upd"-are provided in appendix A.
3.4.2. Abbreviations
Another form of text often found in various papers is
the abbreviation. For the purposes of this system an abbre-
viation b~s the form of letter, full-stop pairs ( i.e.,
N.R.M.A., A.B.C.) but does not include abbreviations of the
form NSW ( expected to be said as "New South Wales" ). To
correctly pronounce these second forms of abbreviations
requires the speaker/reader to know the meaning of the sen-
tence; this is not possible given the current scope of the
project. Currently these abbreviations are handled as words;
but the correct pronunciation can still be given to them by
including them in the exception library together with the
phonetic transcription wanted.
The translation of the defined form of abbreviations
are carried out in a simple manner. A rule file contains the
phonetic transcription associated with each of the twenty
six letters when they are spoken in isolation ( i.e., 'A' =
/ ey /, 'X' = /eh k s / etc.). These rules are read in
before translation begins ( see section on rules files and
appendix B for more information on rule file ) and as each
letter of the abbreviation is to be translated the associ-
ated phonetic transcription is looked up and added to the
end of the full abbreviation transcription.
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3.4.3. Numbers
Another form of text often found is "numbers". This
includes integers, reals and dollar amounts ( e.g., "169",
·'1.053·' and "$9.82" ). All these "numbers" should be pro-
nounced correctly ( as we would say them ) if the system is
to be considered "reasonable".
The conversion process is carried out in the following
way. The words for the numbers zero to twenty are read in,
together with the multiples of ten up to one hundred ( 30,
40 etc. ) and the words for hundred and thousand. The basic
algorithm. converts the digit representation of a "number" to
its word representation ( e.g., "$7,28" is converted to
"seven dollars and twenty eight cents" ). This word
representation is then passed to the word handling routines
which break the words down into their phonetic representa-
tion.
The conversion of the digit representation to word
representation is carried out in two stages. The integer
part of a "number" is converted to an actual integer ( Le.,
"123.1" to 123). This integer is then sieved down through
various routines; each capable of handling a particular
"band" of numbers. These bands are:-
1) zero to ten
2) teens
3) multiples of ten
4) hundreds
5) thousands
Each of these routines handles that part of a number
relevant to its "band" and passes the remainder on down the
line to lower band functions ( e.g. 516 :- the five hundred
conversion is handled in the hundreds band, and the 76 is
passed on down to the multiples of ten band). The results
of this sieve process are joined with "and"s as appropriate
and therefore the current mechanism is capable of handling
numbers up to 999,999 as we would say them, and above this
as thousands of thousands rather than as millions. If there
is a decimal part to the number then the "point" is said and
each digit of the decimal is extracted separately and han-
dled by the zero to ten band function of the integer sec-
tion.
Special cases of money amounts ( '$' sign), plus and
minus signs etc. are all handled appropriately.
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Again, as for previous parts of speech, a rules file is
used; containing the word representation of the numbers men-
tioned ( see appendix B for more details ).
3.4.4. Punctuation
The final part of text to be dealt with is punctuation.
Any non-letter, non-digit. printable ASCII character is con-
sidered a punctuation character.
After examination of various texts, and the roles that
punctuation characters play in them. it was decided that a
punctuation character may require zero or more of the fol-
lowing tasks to be performed by a reader/speaker:-
a) word substitution ( e.g., 'If' = "number" )
b) pause substitution ( e.g., ';' )
c) sentence termination ( i.e., 'I'. , . , '7' )
d) intonation change ( e.g. '7' )
For this purpose a rule file was made up containing any
punctuation character which implied one or more of the above
tasks, together with the particular task(s) to be performed
when that punctuation character is read ( for particulars on
this file see appendix B and section 3.6 ).
When the program starts up these rules are read into
memory. Thus when a punctuation character is read its asso-
ciated rules are looked up and performed.
-
The application of a rule is carried out in the follow-
ing manner. If there are one or more words to insert then
these are passed off to the word handling routines to be
translated. If pause insertion is required then the
appropriate number of "pause phonemes" are added to the
current list of phonemes. If intonation changes are required
then the appropriate positions within the phoneme list are
found and the "intonation change marker(s)" are inserted at
these locations. If the character is a sentence terminator
then the say-sentence routine is called; which translates
and sends the current list of IPA phonemes off to the
hardware synthesiser ( Votrax ).
3.5. IPA to Hardware
The conversion from IPA to final hardware
phoneme/allophone representation is performed when a given
piece of text is required to be spoken. This occurs on a
sentence basis; thus when a sentence terminating punctuation






The IPA phonemes ( plus intonation markers ) represent-
ing the current sentence are maintained in a linked list (
for easy insertion, addition etc. ). with each of the parts
of speech routines adding to the list. It is the task of
the sentence speaker to travel along this list; translating
and sending to the hardware device the required representa-
tion for the intermediary IPA phonemes and intonation mark-
ers.
The conversion from IPA to final device representation
is done in two stages. Firstly the IPA phonemes are con-
verted to an intermediary string representation for the dev-
ice phonemes, then this intermediary string representation
is converted to the final, single character representation
required by the hardware device. The conversion to the
intermediary device phoneme representation is carried out
through the application of a set of rules. These rules have
the same general form as letter-to-sound rules; and the same
basic meaning:-
A[B]C=D
i.e., the IPA phoneme(s) B occurring with left and right
contexts A and C receives the device representation D.
The application, storage and algorithms for the use of
these rules are all performed similarly to the letter-to-
sound rules ( see section 3.4.1.1 for ,detailed explanation).
The conversion of the string representation to final
single character representation is carried out simply. Upon
program start-up a rule file is read in declaring the single
character ASCII value to be assigned to each of the device
phonemes. This list is sorted as it is read in. Therefore
when the conversion from string to single character
representation is to be performed a binary search is made of
these sorted device phonemes.
The conversion of non-phoneme elements in the list (
intonation change markers ) is performed by calculating the
new intonation level that is required and sending the
appropriate new intonation information to the hardware dev-
ice ( see Votrax docQrnentation for details of format).
Upon full traversal of the list the information has
been transformed to the device representation and sent off.
The linked list elements are then deleted and the special
speak character is sent off to the hardware device enabling
it to speak the information sent to it.
Rules Files
As has been mentioned in previous sections. rules files
used to "drive" various units of the translation system.
section will discuss the relevance of these files to
of the appropriate units, and describe the specific
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storage and accessing means for these rules when they are
read in. For a discussion on the format of and modifications
to these files see appendix B and the relevant section under
~he implementation header.
The rules files are implemented as a user interface"
into the performance of the system ( see Appendix B ) For
this purpose they are read in at program startup; allowing
the user to alter system performance merely by modifying
these rules.
There are seven rules files in total, which deal with





5) IPA to device phoneme conversion
There are two rules files associated with letter-to-
sound rules. These are RULES.LTS and RULES.EXP. The file
RULES.LTS contains the actual letter-to-sound rules, while
RULES.EXP contains the expansion characters used in the
letter-to-sound rules ( see section on l-t-s rules for more
details). The expansion rules are read in before the
letter-to-sound rules and are stored in an index sequential
format; with each expansion character pointing to the head
of the list of its possible expansions. The l-t-s rules are
read in after this and also stored in an index sequential
format, with each letter ( ~a' ••• 'z' ) pointing to the
start of the associated l-t-s rules. Various modifications,
however, are performed upon these rules as they are stored
to speed rule checking when translation is in progress. If
an expansion character is found within a rule then it is
changed to a positional indicator of that expansion charac-
ters place in the expansion character index ( e.g., '#' =
'A', '%' : 'B' etc. ). The first character of all inner
match sections ( square bracketed ) is thrown away as we
know what this character is from the letter pointer ( i.e.,
all 'Q' rules have a 'q' as the first inner letter; thus we
can throw this away if we know which rules are the 'Q'
rules). Finally, the predecessor section of each rule is
stored in reverse order so that the same routines may be
used to check predecessor and successor rule sections. An
example of these modifications 1s given the initial rule:-
, b#[g]=/g/'
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which is transformed to:-
'Ab []=/gJ'
There is only one rule file associated with the abbre-
viations, this is known as RULES.ABBREV, and specifies the
phonetic transcription of each of the twenty six letters
when spoken in isolation. These transcriptions are read
directly into an array ( positioned by the character they
represent ) so that they may be retrieved through straight
indexing.
There is also only one file used in the number conver-
sion section; namely RULES.NUM. This file contains the words
for the first twenty natural numbers, the multiples of ten
up to one hundred, and the words "hundred" and "thousand".
These words are also read directly into an array of strings
so that direct accessing may be performed with the number
they represent, or a linear function of it.
The punctuation section is another that has only one
file associated with it; this being known as RULES.PUNCT.
This file contains specifications of tasks to be performed
when the associated punctuation character is read ( see
appendix B and section 3.4.4 for details). As for abbrevia-
tions these rules are read directly into an array, posi-
tioned by the punctuation character that the rule applies
to. The relevant rule may then be accessed directly through
the use of the punctuation character.
The final section that is rule "driven" is the conver-
sion of IPA phonemes to device phonemes. This section has
two files associated with it:- RULES.ETV and RULES. VAL. The
RULES.ETV file contains rules, specifying the conversion of
IPA phonemes to device phonemes, whose format is the same as
the letter-to-sound rules file RULES.LTS. Thus these rules
are read in and stored in an index sequential format with
the IPA phoneme pointing to the start of the rules relevant
to its translation. The RULES. VAL file contains the final
ASCII character value to be given to these device dependent
phonemes. These rules are stored in a sorted manner (
ordered by phoneme whose value they are ) so that retrieval
of final value may be done through a binary, rather than
linear, search.
3.7. Trace Mechanism
As we recall, one of the specifications for the system
was that the user should be capable of observing various
stages in the system translation of text to speech. To solve
this, a trace mechanism has been implemented which allows




3) IPA phoneme production
4) IPA to device phoneme conversion
5) final device data
The macro trace shows the breakup of the input text
into the four categories possible (word, abbreviation,
number, punctuation ). The letter-to-sound trace shows the
numbers of the letter-to-sound rules applied to translate
the input text. The IPA trace shows the IPA phonemes pro-
duced upon translation of one of the four parts of speech.
If IPA or l-t-s trace is invoked then a macro trace is
automatically initiated. The IPA to device trace shows the
numbers of the rules used in the translation of IPA phonemes
to device phonemes. The final device trace shows every char-
acter that is sent to the hardware device.
These trace options are entered as command line argu-
ments and for details of invocation see the manual entry in
appendix D. A sample trace for the sentence:-
"This is a test."
follows in which all trace options have been invoked.
SPEAK TRACE
WORD: this




















IPA to DEVICE RULE: 53
VOTRAX: 8
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 1
VOTRAX:
,
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 54
VOTRAX:
IPA to DEVICE-RULE: 1
VOTRAX: ,
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 55
VOTRAX: R
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 30
VOTRAX: 1
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 46
VOTRAX: *
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 7
VOTRAX: .,







IPA to DEVICE RULE: 46
VOTRAX: *
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 76
VOTRAX: C
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 76
VOTRAX: C
IPA to DEVICE RULE: 76
VOTRAX: C




3.8. Hardware and Interface to Unix
The connection of the Votrax to Unix is done through
the peripheral serial port on the back of the VC4404 termi-
nals ( see appendix C for details of how to connect ). To
access the Votrax it simply becomes a case of sending the
escape sequence CTRL R; so that anything sent to the termi-
nal is also sent out the peripheral port. To "disconnect"
the Votrax ( turn off the peripheral port ) the escape
sequence CTRL T is sent.
Unfortunately, however, there appears to be a problem
with the Votrax or its connection to Unix which has not been
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correct~d*.
3.9. Adaption of American L-T-S Rules
As we recall from the specification of our goals,
understandability to a native Australian listener is the
prime objective of this project. For this reason the NRL (
Naval Research Lab ) letter-to-sound rules [1] which form
the basis of the system were modified to take into account
the differences between American and Australian pronuncia-
tion. The modification to the letter-to-sound rules con-
sisted firstly of the the dropping of the final 'r's, e.g.,
/k aa r z/ (American)
versus
/k aa z / ( Australian )
Slight modifications were made to the IPA-to-device
phoneme rules to alter some of the vowel sounds. Difficul-
ties were encountered here due to the limited number of
phonemes/allophones that the Votrax possesses ( 64 ) coupled
with the fact that the Votrax, being designed for General
American English, does not possess some of the phonemes of
Australian English ( e.g., the '0' sound in "Tom" ).
At seemingly random intervals a sentence that is re-
quested to be spoken is said incorrectly. The Votrax
begins saying the sentence somewhere in the middle,
proceeds through to the end and then jumps back to the
start of the sentence and says ALL of the sentence.
Traces of the system when this occurs show that no
strange or special characters are being sent to the
Votrax when the mispronounciation occurs. If the same
sentence is said again then it is ALWAYS pronounced
correctly. The only cause that I can can attribute this
to is the possibility of the Votrax not resetting its
pointer into its buffer correctly. This could explain
the starting in the middle of a sentence.
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4. Intelligibility Tests







native Australian speakers as
A sample space of seven subjects was selected to per-
form the intelligibility tests. These seven people were
drawn from various different areas of the community, only
one, a fellow honours student, having heard electronic
speech synthesis to any extent before.
4.2. Test Material
As a test of the system a phonetically balanced list of
fifty simple words was selected to be spoken. This forms a
far more rigorous test of comprehension than sentence speak-
ing as contextual information may be used to derive words
that the subject is uncertain of ( thus giving an inflated
estimate of the system's performance ). The list of 50 words




















































phonetically balanced list of 50
words
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4.3. Means of Testing
As a performance indicator the fifty words were spoken
by the Votrax ( via its own letter-to-sound rules ) and by
the Speak system. This would then provide a convenient meas-
ure of performance by comparing the listener's comprehension
of the list as spoken by both systems.
In participating in the test the subjects were asked to
perform several tasks. For each word spoken ( which could be
repeated a maximum of three times ) the subject was
requested to write down the word they heard. Even if they
were unsure, or if it appeared to be a non-sense word they
wer~ still required to write something. Secondly, they were
asked to score the word as to its
acceptability/understandability. These marks were to be
given on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating the listener
was guessing at the word; and 5 indicating perfectly clear
understanding. The marking of a word was to be performed
for two criteria. The first criteria waS that of general
English acceptability, that is it did not matter if it
sounded American or not as long as it was understandable.
The second criteria was that of Australian English accepta-
bility; i.e., how close was it to how an Australian would
say the word.
The list, when spoken by the two systems, was said in a
random order with a pause of approximately ten minutes
between the first and second reading. Further, the subjects
were given no indication as to which of the two systems were
performing at any given time.
4.4. Results of Testing
After all testing had been carried out the results were
examined and compared on two criteria.
Firstly the number of word that were exactly tran-
scribed was recorded, together with their two scores in the
areas of general English and Australian English. The cri-
teria for matching was a correct phonetic representation, so
that the word seas was accepted for the spoken word seize.
Secondly the number of words that were correctly recog-
nised except for one phoneme was recorded. Examples of
words within this area are:- "feared" being heard for the
spoken word "beard".






Speak I 30" (lOS) I 3.0 (311 ) I 2.5 (259)
-----------------------------------~----------------------
Votru I 27~ ( 97) I 3.0 (287) I 2.4 (236)
DIfference: I 31 ( 8) I 0.0 ( 24) I 0.1 ( 23)
TABLE 4.2
Intelligibi1ity score tests comparing Speak system
and Votrax's on-board I-t-s rules. The number correct
column shows the percentage of words recogn1ged by
7 native Austra1ian speakers. The Genera1SCore column
shows the general acceptability ( to the listeners )
of the words spoken regardless of accent ( on ascale of
1 to 5; 1being unacceptable and 5 being most
acceptable). The Australian SCore column shows the
rating of the words as to how acceptably •Aust.ra1ian·
they were ( how close to how an Aust.ra1ian woUld say
them).
Number of IdentlficaUons
with a single Phoneme error
,
Speak I 36" (126) I
----------------~-------------
Votru I 32" (112) I
---------------------------
DUf~ce: I 4"( 14) I
TABLE 4.3
InteUigibWty test score results comparing the speak system
and the Votrax's on-board I-t-s rules. The data represents
the number of words transcribed incorrect1y in a single
phoneme by the listeners ( e.g., "tip. instead of ·chip·).
Results are again for 7 native Austrdan liSteners.
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From these tables we can see that the speak system has
a "correct pronunciation rate" of 2.1/7 words; as opposed to
the Votrax's 1.9/7 ( i.e.) 30% as opposed to 27% ») an
increase in total recognition of 3% over the Votrax.
Both the above rates appear very low) however) and it
was recognised while developing the system that the Votrax
has particular difficulty in pronouncing some of the con-
sonant sounds ( e.g.) /1/ sounds like /b 1/) /ch/ sounds
like /t/, /k/ is nearly inaudible, etc. ). For this reason
the single phoneme error rates were also calculated; as many
of these errors occured because of the above mentioned prob-
lems. From these results. it can be seen that the single
phoneme error rate for Speak was 2.5/7 as opposed to the
Votrax's 2.3/7 ( i.e.) 36% versus 33%, a further 3% differ-
ence in performance in Speak's favour ).
On the basis of acceptability of those words recognised







TOTALLY CORRECT II +5% " +7%==========================================================
TABLE 4.4
difference in acceptability levels of Speak
as compared with Votrax. General English
represents score regardless of accent, while
Australian English represents score as though
spoken by an Australian.
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5. Conclusion
Having sucesfully implemented a speech synthesis via
letter-to-sound rules system a series of evaluation tests
were carried out.
The recognition score of 30% of words spoken appears at
first sight to be somewhat low, however, it compares well
with tests of other such systems carried out under similar
conditions ( Ho [11J ). Further it appears that some of
this poor showing may be explained by the difficulty the
Votrax has in synthesising some of the consonants ( as can
be seen by a comparison between the Votrax's performance and
Speak's performance; which probably gives a truer measure of
performance ). Another factor to consider is that of con-
text; if sentences were the test objects rather than iso-
lated words then far higher recognition rates could be
expected.
It was shown that the system has a greater rate of
understandability and acceptability to a native Australian
speaker than one that has not been modified for Australian
English; showing that the system may be altered somewhat to
the particular dialect of a listener.
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As mentioned previously (in section 3.4.1) an exception
library is required to supplement the letter-to-sound rules
used in pronunciation.
This exception library contains words ( and their
correct IPA transcription) that would be mispronounced if
converted by the letter-to-sound rules.
This exception library is always checked firstly for
the presence of each word to be spoken, and if the word is
present then the phonetic transcription associated with it
is used, instead of applying the letter-to-sound rules.
1.2. Exception Library Modification
The exception library is typically modified when a new
word is found that is being mispronounced by the letter-to-
sound rules; it being easier and safer than attempting to
modify the letter-to-sound rules ( see Appendix B ).
Words that are commonly mispronounced include those
from a foreign language ( e.g., 'de ja vu'); and "non-
standard" (see section 3.4) abbreviations (e.g., 'Mr',
'Mrs'). Strangely enough, it is also the most commonly used
words that are mispronounced by letter-to-sound rules; and
many of these can be seen to be present in the library
(e.g., 'I', 'are').
1.3. Library Update Facility
To allow the user to easily modify and maintain the
exception library a separate utility called lib_upd is pro-
vided, with the following features.
1) Add a new word
2) Delete an existing word
3) Examine an existing word
4) Update the phonetic transcription of an exist-
ing word
5) Print all the words in the exception library
6) Delete all existing words in the library
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7) Re-index all existing words in the library
This system is menu driven, consisting of a single
screen displaying the different functions possible, together
with any transient information concerning the current func-
tion being performed.
Function selection is performed by selecting the first
( capital ) letter of the appropriate option required. The
phonetic transcription of each word consists of the ASCII
representation of IPA symbols (see section 2.4).
Now to briefly discuss each of the different options:-
1.3.1. Add
This option allows the user to add a new word to the
exception library. It will first prompt for the word to be
added, and secondly for the phonetic transcription of the
word.
It should be noted that this facility does not check if
the word is already present in the exception library and
thus any addition of an already present word will merely
alter the phoneme transcription for that word.
1.3.2. Delete
This option allows the user to delete an existing word
in the exception library.
If the word is not present the user will be so
informed. If the word is present its current phonetic tran-
scription will be printed. He will then be prompted to check
if he wanted to delete the word; and if he answers no the
word will not be deleted; otherwise it will.
1.3.3. Examine
This option allows Jhe user to examine the phonetic
transcription of a word present in the data base.
If the word is not present the user is informed; other-
wise the phonetic transcription of the word is displayed.
1.3.4. Update
This option allows the user to alter the phonetic tran-
scription of a word present in the exception library.
If the word is
informed. Otherwise
not present then the user is so
the current phonetic transcription is
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given and the user is prompted for the new transcription.
1.3.5. Print all
This option allows the user to print all the words»
together with their phonetic transcription» that are present
in the exception library.
The list,is sent to the printer.
1.3.6. Delete all
This option allows the user to delete all words present
in the exception library.
A question is asked to check if the user actually
wished to delete all words as the effects of a total dele-
tion are likely to adversely affect the systems speech per-
formance.
It is suggested that the user make a backup copy of the
exception library file except.library before selecting this
option.
1.3.7. Re-index all
This option allows the user to re-index all the words
currently in the exception library.
Thus if the user decides to change the hashing function
that indexes the library ( see section 3.4.1.2 ) none of the
words previously present would be able to be found by the
new function. However» if we re-index them with the new
hashing function then they will be re-stored in locations
that the new function will select.
This saves the user:- 1) printing all words in the
exception library; 2) deleting all words in the exception
library; 3) re-entering the printed list of words» when the





The rules files contain "specifications" of how the
system is to process various sections of data. These rules
files deal with the following:-
1) Letter-to-sound rules




Rules files were chosen ( rather than any other encod-
ing of the information) to allow easy user modification of
system performance without the requirement of modifying the
code. Thus alterations to how the system works can be made
quickly, and simply, without needing to know the details of
the code; and without waiting for a re-compilation after
every change.
1.2. Rules Files Implementation
The seven rules files are simply ASCII character files
in particular rules formats. These files are opened, and
read into memory before any speech synthesis is attempted;
thus allowing faster rule matching and application than if
file searches were required.
The rules are read into arrays of structures; where
they may be sorted, or slightly re-arranged to allow use of
faster access techniques. These access techniques include
index-sequential ( l-t~s rules), binary search ( phoneme
value rules for device ) and straight indexing.
1.3. Rules Files and Modifications
Depending upon various user's needs, and changing
hardware factors it may be necessary or desirable for a user
to alter one or more rules files.
Towards this end a discussion wi~l be given for each of
the files specifying its use in the system, when a user may
wish to change the file, and what structure the file has.
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The structure of a file is given in BCNF notation but it is
probably simpler, in general, to simply copy the format of
tAe current file; rather than deciphering the BCNF.
1.4. Letter-to-Sound Rules Modifications
The letter-to-sound rules consist of two files:-
RULES.LTS
RULES.EXP
which specify the rules used in the conversion of ASCII
words into IPA phonemes.
This "rule set" forms the heart of the system and con-
sists of a set of rules indicating the phonetic pronuncia-
tion to be given to various letter groupings ( see section
3.4.1 ).
Modifications to these rules should be made to correct
a common mispronounciation ( e.g. the 'th' sound was being
said wrong when followed by an 'a'); rather than the mispro-
nounciation of a sIngle word, which should be added to the
exception library ( see section 3.4.1 and appendix A).
The user should be very careful and fully aware of the
ramifications of any alterations to this "rule Sl~t", as
while the change may fix one word it may lead to the mispro-
nounciation of many hitherto correct words. The user should
therefore be fully conversant with section 3.4.l~ in which
the letter-to-sound rules are discussed more fully, before
they proceed to make any alterations.
1.4.1. RULES.tTS
This file contains twenty six. subsets of rules; one for
each letter of the alphabet. The fields within a single rule
are:-
1) predecessor string to match
2) inner string to match
3) successor string to match
4) phonetic transcription

























IPA phoneme ASCII representation
( see section 2.4 )
,.,. ,.,
a , ••• , z
special ASCII character which expands
to a whole set of c~aracters (e.g.,
A == consonants). See the next section.
Note that a phoneme is assumed to be no longer than two
characters in length.
1.4.2. RULES.EXP
This file contains the rule specifying what are the
special expansion characters that are mentioned in the pre-




is unlikely that a user would wish to change this
see current tahle ) but its fields will now be
The fields within a single rule are:-
1) expansion character
2) number of matches digit
3) all ASCII letter strings which the expansion
character may be expanded to
More formally:-
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<EXP RULE)::= <EXPANSION CHAR)'RETURN'
<# OF MATCHES DIGIT)'RETURN'
<LETTER EXPANSIONS)
<LETTER EXPANSIONS)::= <LETTER STRING)'RETURN'
<LF.TTER EXPANSIONS)
I <LETTER STRING)'RETURN'
<LETTER STRING)::= <LETTER)<LETTER STRING)
I <LETTER)
<EXPANSION CHAR)::= any non-letter printable ASCr[
character
<# OF MATCHES DIGIT)::= 0
I 1
I 2
This digit indicates how many of the possible expan-
sions of the expansion character are required to "match"






o or more matches
1 only match
1 or more matches
See section 3.4.1 for an elaboration upon the role of
expansion characters in letter-to-sound rules.
1.5. IPA to Hardware Modification
The IPA-to-Votrax rules consist of two files:-
- RULES.ETV
RULES. VAL
which specify the conversion of IPA phonemes into the final
representation required by the hardware synthesiser.
Modifications to these rules should be made if a dif-
ferent hardware synthesiser. is to be used, or if a phoneme
is being mispronounced in all words containing that phoneme.
Conversion to a different hardware synthesiser
most likely require the writing of two new rules
Phoneme mispronounciatlon, on the other hand, would





This file contains rules specifying
stage in the conversion to the final





conversion of ASCII IPA phoneme representation to an ASCII
representation of the hardware device's actual phonemes.
The file has the same basic structure as the RULES.LTS
file:- for each IPA phoneme there is a set of 1 or more
rules prescribing the translation to hardware phoneme(s).
The fields within a single rule are:-
1) predecessor IPA phonemes to match
2) inner IPA phonemes to match
3) successor IPA phonemes to match
4) hardware phonetic representation
1.5.2. RULES. VAL
This file contains rules specifying the final single
character representation for the intermediary ASCII hardware
phonemes. The fields within a single rule are:-
1) intermediary ASCII representation
2) final decimal value of SINGLE ASCII character
representation
More formally:-
<VAL RULE)::= <INTERMEDIARY PHONEME)<WHITESPACE)
<vALUE)
<INTERMEDIARY PHONEME)::=
representation found in Votrax
documentation for their phonemes.
(1-3 letter/digit combinations)
<VALUE): := integer between 0 and 127 inclusive
Note that an intermediary phoneme is assumed to be no
more than three characters in length.
1.6. Abbreviation Rules Modification
The abbreviation rule section consists of one file:-
RULES.ABBREV '
which specifies the phonetic pronunciation to be given to
each of the twenty six letters When they are spoken in
stand-alone fashion. ( e.g., 'B' in "A.B.C").
Modifications to these rules should be made if any
"letters" within an abbreviation are being mispronounced.
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1.6.1. RULES.ABBREV
As mentioned above, this file contains twenty six rules
specifying the IPA phonetic transcription to be given to a
letter when spoken in isolation.
The fields within a single rule are:-
1) letter to be pronounced









1 or more IPA phonemes as
seen in table in section 2.4
1.7. Punctuation Rules Modification
The punctuation rules section consists of one file:-
RULES.PUNGT
which specifies how any given special punctuation character
should be handled.
Punctuation characters, when found in text, may specify
one or more of several actions to be taken by the reader.
The character may require the substitution of a p~use (
e.g., ';' ), it may require the substitution of one or more
words ( e.g., 'II' = "number"), it may require the change in
the sentence intonation ( e.g., '?' = rising tone ), and the
character-may be one that terminates a sentence; thus
requiring the system to speak.
Modifications to this file should be made if the role
of a punctuation character changes ( e.g., the text is
mathematl.cal and '1' is required to be said as "factorial"
now; rather than beinB a sentence terminator).
1.7.1. RULES.PUNGT
For each special punctuation character this file con-
tains a rule specifying how that character should be han-
dled. The fields within a single rule are:-
1) punctuation character
2) word(s) to be substituted
3) length of pause required
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positive integer indicating the
number of pauses to substitute.
1
I 0





integer indicating the number of
phonemes from current position at
~hich to make a change in
intonation
integer indicating change in level
of intonation at selected section
<SPACE><WHITE>
1.8. Number Rules Modifications
The number rules section consists of a single file:-
RULES.NUM
which specifies the words to be given to a number string.
The file contains the word representation for the first
twenty natural numbers ( counting from zero) along with the
words for the multiples of ten up to one hundred, and the
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highly unlikely that there will be need to modify
unless there is a miss-spelling or the file is
Therefore the structure of the file will not be given;
merely noting that each word occupies a separate line, and





As mentioned previously in section 2.5 the Votrax is a
hardware speech synthesiser with on-board letter-to-sound
rules and the ability to synthesise phonemes. For the pur-
poses of the project, the only ability we are interested in
is that of phoneme synthesis.
1.2. Connection to Unix
To run the speech program the user is required to be
upon a VC4404 terminal ( due to interface protocols).
To connect the Votrax to the terminal we use the
female-to-female connector cable; connecting as marked upon
the cable. The Votrax end is plugged into the Votrax serial
port; whereas the VC4404 end is plugged into the peripheral
serial port on the back of the VC4404.
The Votrax is currently configured for 1200 baud serial
data which conforms with the standard' terminal setting
within the department.
1.3. Other Capabilities
Besides the ability to synthesise phonemes the Votrax
also has the following capabilities:-




d) real time clock and alarms
e) software controllable speech settings
If the user is interested in any of these abilities
they should see the documentation accompanying the Votrax.
1.4. Phonemes and Allophones
As mentioned above, the ability to synthesise
is what is required of the Votrax. We are





capable of producing. The following table lists the sixty
four phonemes/allophones that the Votrax is capable of pro-
ducing, gives duration, examples of words in which they
occur, and the ASCII characters used to represent them.
ASCII PHONEHE DURATION EXAMPLE
CODE SYMBOL (ms) WORD
=.===~==.==#========================================== ==
00 eh3 59 jackEt
01 eh2 71 Enlist
02 ehl 121 hEAvy
03 paO 47 -PAUSE-
04 dt 47 buTTer
05 a2 47 enAble
06 a1 103 mAde
07 zh 90 meaSure
08 ah2 71 hOnest
09 i3 55 inhibIt
10 i2 80 Inhibit
11 11 121 inhIbit
12 m 103 Mat
13 n 80 suN
14 b 71 Bag
15 v 71 Van
16 ch 71 Chip
17 sh 121 SHop
18 z 71 Zoo
19 awl 146 AWful
20 ng 121 thiNG
21 ah1 146 fAther
22 001 103 lOOking
23 00 185 bOOk
24 1 103 Land
25 k 80 Kitten
26 j 47 juDGe
27 h 71 Hello
28 g 71 Get
29 f 103 Fast
30 d 55 paiD
31 s 90 paSS
32 a 185 mAId
TABLE C.l




ASC!I PHONEME DURATION EXAMPLE
CODE SYMBOL (ms) WORD
.m5_====.====~===========================~===~======== ==
33 ay 65 mAId
34 y1 80 Yard
35 uh3 47 missIOn
36 ah 250 gOt
37 p 103 Past
38 0 185 mOre
39 1 185 pIn
40 u 185 tUne
41 y 103 anY
42 t 71 Tap
43 r 90 Red
44 e 185 mEEt
45 w 80 Win
46 ae 185 dAd
47 ael 103 After
48 aw2 90 sAlty
49 uh2 71 sUspect
50 uhl 103 About
51 uh 185 cUp
52 02 80 fOr
53 01 121 abOArd
54 iu 59 yOU
55 u1 90 yOU
56 thv 80 THe
57 th 71 THing
58 er 146 biRd
59 eh 185 gEt
60 e1 121 bEfore
61 aw 250 cAll
62 pal 185 -PAUSE-
63 stop 47 -STOP-
TABLE C.l (continued)
The Votrax only uses the lower six bits of the ASCII
characters sent to it in determining which phoneme was
required. This gives the user the choice of two representa-
tions for every phoneme ( by having the seventh bit = 1 or 0
). The above table lists only the character representation
with the seventh bit set to zero. This choice of two
representations allows the user esentually to escape the
problem of special control characters being interpreted




speak - text to speech conversion
SYNOPSIS
!grad/8231532/speech/speak [ -adviml J ( -f name ]
DESCRIPTION
Speak translates ASCII text into phonetic,da~a suitable
for a hardware phoneme synthesiser. Text is read from
standard input and translated to an intermediary IPA
phonetic representation which is then transformed to
the device dependent phoneme representation.
Current implementation is for the Votrax Screws Per-
sonal Speech System, which contains an SC-Ol phoneme
synthesiser.
Interface to the hardware synthesiser is through the
serial peripheral port on the VC4404 terminals. The
female-to-female connector cable is plugged in at the
labelled ends to the Votrax and VC4404 peripheral port
and the system is ready. The user should check that the
Votrax is configured for 1200 baud ( switches 1 & 2 UP
and switch 3 DOWN ).
All options involve a trace of the system translation
process at various levels. All trace outputs are sent
to the trace file; which defaults to 'trace' unless the
-f option is specified, in which case the output is
sent to name.
-m-Produce a macro trace; show the breakdown of input
text into component parts of speech:- words,
abbreviations, numbers and punctuation.
-i Produce an IPA phoneme trace; show the IPA
phonemes produced in the translation. Forces the
invocation of a macro trace.
-1 Produce a 1etter-to-sound trace; show the numbers
of the l-t-s rules applied in the translation of
words. Forces the invocation of a macro trace.
-d Produce a device trace; show the numbers of the
IPA-to-device phoneme rules applied in the trans-
lation of IPA phonemes to device phonemes.
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-v Produce a hardware trace; show the characters sent
to the hardware device.
















expansion characters in l~t-s
IPA to device rules












Lib upd provides facilities for maintaining the excep-
tion library required by speak.
Lib upd is menu driven and allows a user to modify the
contents of the exception library used by speak.
Records within the library consist of a word together
with its associated phonetic transcription. Functions
provided include addition, deletion and update of a
record.
AUTHOR
Michael Barlow,
University of Wollongong.
FILES
except. library
SEE ALSO
-- speak
exception library
